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Data, data everywhere…



Responsive teacher learning
Focus and filter…
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All students All outcomes

 
Specific students Specific outcomes
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Responsive teacher learning

 


Teacher learning
responds to findings

Check impact on 
pupils’ learning
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Responsive teacher learning

Offer different perspectives
& disrupt group-think



Bring implementation knowledge 
& examples from other settings.

+ Watch examples
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Responsive teacher learning






BUT

Availability Bias
 ‘My existing models explain everything’
 Sticking plaster learning

Sunk cost bias – IKEA effect
More likely to believe things I’ve worked 

hard on
Dunning Kruger effect
 Illusory superiority of those with just a bit 

of knowledge

Three reasons we get overconfident that we’ve got it right
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So…

1. Assessment focuses our learning on impact and 
gives us feedback about whether it’s working

2. Assessment helps leaders and facilitators to adjust 
and support

3. Assessment can give us objective feedback and 
remove biases
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CPD with impact: 
embedding 

evaluation and 
assessment tools 

GL Assessment

Complete 
Digital 

Solution

Whole 
Pupil 
View



Important!

Assessment data should not be about numbers, 
statistics, %, graphs, pivot tables for the their own sake.

These are simply the means to an end, to help us as we 
try to do the very best we can for all our learners.

“Learning is not attained by 
chance, it must be sought for 
with ardour and diligence”
Abigail Adams



Assessment in Partnership –
Building a whole pupil view 

This contextual and formative data is the 
vital complementary component  for the 
comparative summative/normative data 
that is near impossible to discover in-
school, but GL Assessment is able to 
supply.

The vast majority of assessment of students is not formal or 
standardised. It comes from the day to day interaction of students 
with their teacher. Data comes from marking books, setting tests, 
asking questions and knowing the other influences on a learners 
performance.



How does the Progress Test Series 
fit in to the assessment model?

Summative and 
formative attainment
assessment.
Identifying curriculum 
strengths and areas 
for development.

Nationally 
standardised for the 
‘big picture’.



What will the Progress Test Series
tell you?

● Strengths and weaknesses curriculum areas for your whole 
Cohort, classes and individual students referenced to the 
national sample.

● Overall performance referenced to a national distribution 
aiding identification of gifted students and those struggling 
also referenced to KS2 or GCSE indicators as appropriate.

● Question by question analysis for strengths and weaknesses 
to aid planning/grouping etc.

● A Year-on-Year progress measure using standardised scores.



Why do we use standardised scores 
throughout the reports?

Key to making best use of the data in the reports is 
understanding standardised scores.

Standardised scores allow meaningful comparison of data 
from one assessment to another from one student to 
another and one school to another.

● Common scale

● Meaningful scale



Standardised Age Scores -
A national distribution/benchmark

The ‘average’ 
is set to a 
SAS of 100.
50% of 
students get 
this score or 
higher

A SAS of >125 is only 
achieved by the 5% of 
students with the 
highest performance 
scores and are likely 
to form part of a gifted 
and talented group



12%

Ability 
Groupings Stanine Percentage of 

Pupils
Very High 9 4%

Above Average 7 and 8 12+7= 19%

Average 4, 5 and 6 17+20+17= 54%

Below Average 2 and 3 7+12= 19%

Very Low 1 4%

Colour coding for visual tracking



Gaps in the hedge?



How can you use data to plan and 
intervene with groups & individuals?



Expected progress

Much lower than 
expected progress

Higher than 
expected progress

Lower than 
expected progress

Much higher than 
expected progress

Individuals - Year on Year 
Progress example:

PT at age 10, SAS=100, PT at 
age 11,  SAS=100, 

= 1 full year’s average 
progress

How can you measure progress 
using the SAS?



How does the CAT4 help us build a 
Whole Pupil View?

Cognitive 
Abilities Test 4 



How are ability assessments 
different to measures of attainment?

Ability is about:

● Basic ‘building blocks’ of learning - ability to recognise 
similarities, analogies, patterns and relationships; used to 
make sense of the world, whenever and wherever we 
learn;

● Important for the CAT’s use is this contrast with 
attainment tests which assess specific skills/knowledge 
that have been directly taught as part of the curriculum.



So, why should you look at ability 
data?

● To learn more about a student’s ability 
level - not current attainment, looking to 
curriculum challenge and 
appropriateness.

● To identify performance / ability 
mismatches and explore reasons behind 
them. Underachievement and 
coasting?

● To identify cognitive strengths and areas 
where understanding will need support 
with teaching and learning – barrier to 
learning?



Cognitive Strengths - A Learning Bias



How may you use the CAT4 to help 
highlight under-achievement?

Ability SAS, (CAT4) 

Any ‘discrepancy’ is indicative of under-
achievement, and the possible 
presence of barriers to learning

Current Attainment SAS, 
(PT Series)



Identifying 
potential 
barriers to 
learning



Poor decoding Effective reading

Generally poor 
reading

Poor 
comprehension

The model of reading in the NGRT -
Gough & Tunmer

Decoding-

-

+

+

C
om

prehension



What can you learn from attitudinal 
data?

Developed Ability 

&

Student attitude towards themselves, 
school & education

Image Credit: Hugo A. Sanchez/©Gulf News

Academic Success
and well being



What information do you get on your 
students?

1. Feelings about school. School connectedness, belonging or 
alienation.

2. Perceived Learning Capability experienced in the ‘here and 
now’

3. Self-regard as a learner. This is a measure of the learner’s 
sense of self worth measured in the long term. 

4. Preparedness for learning. Having the tools to learn -
learning preference, concentration, emotional management & 
organisational skills. 

5. Attitudes to teachers. 
6. General work ethic. Motivation to succeed in life. It is about 

purpose and direction, not just at school but beyond. 
7. Confidence in learning. This is a measure of perseverance in 

the face of challenge.‘Stickability’ 
8. Attitudes to attendance. 
9. Response to curriculum demands. Motivation to undertake 

and complete tasks set within the school’s curriculum.

The 9 PASS
‘Factors’



Bringing it all together -
‘Getting a Whole Pupil View’

“Learning is not 
attained by chance, it 
must be sought for with 
ardour and diligence”

Abigail Adams



Q & A



Questions?

 TDT blog: http://TDTrust.org
 TDT on twitter: @TeacherDevTrust
 Me on twitter: @informed_edu
 Call us on 020 7250 8276
 Email me at David.Weston@TDTrust.org

… and follow up
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http://tdtrust.org/
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